6

Acedia

Adia infiltrated the hermit's hue at
high noon, when the day had dragged on forever and he felt
that dinnenime, which was still several hours off, would never
come. Solitaries who contracted the disease came down with a
listless, highly infectious, low-level depression chat made them
discontent with their cell, their work, and the brethren who
surrounded them. Everything became simply too much! The
nervous agitation shore-circuiting their powers of concentration made it impossible for chem co focus on any task for very
long. They would sic down co read, but the words dissolved
into incomprehensible squiggles which they lacked the energy
to decode. Everything bored chem. Even che people they were
usually delighted to see were just another irritation to dodge as
quickly as possible. Obviously, with everything feeling as dry
as che dust that surrounded chem, ic was only a matter of time
before their discomfort made them wonder why they were
wasting their talents in the desert. Surely there had to be more
to life than chis!
The restlessness that kept the hermit &om really getting
down co anything made some monks sleepy and led ochers co
leave their cells in the pursuit of good works char needed doing.
Why, they reasoned, sic around bored when there are brethren
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to visit, relatives to check on, and religious women who need
help? Lee's do something co shake off chis lethargy!
Cassian notes, however, that what they thought were rem
edies only in.creased the symptoms of the disease. The weary
slept longer and the restless seekers after distraction found they
needed larger and more frequent doses of diversion co distract
chem from the emptiness within. They were on such a compul
sive treadmill that the externalization in which they sought
relief became the major focus of their existence. They were
absent from their cell so often that they gradually forgot why
they had been there in the first place. Even when they did stay
home, they spent all their rime waiting for meal ti.me and
checking for visitors.

taken for the disease itself. We find it hard, however, co think
of laziness as a major vice. We are inclined to view the lacka
daisical attitude of slackers with benign amusement or co
explain it as the consequence of psychological problems or
social conditioning. However, a hint chat there is more to chis
vice than meets the eye is implied by the way we continue to
label ic with the rather esoteric term, "sloth."
Cassian not only cells the story of the monk who wants co
work as litcle as possible, bur he writes at some length about the
value of manual labour. He does not, however, identify acedia
with laz iness. "Accidics" may be lazy, bur chat is not the root
of their affliction. le is important, I think, co leave the notion
of laziness aside in order to gee co the essence of acedia,
because, whatever we call this affiiction, it is not merely a
disease char flourished long ago in a distant place, as I noted
earlier. le is with us still, and I suspect chat milder versions of
it are as frequent as the common cold. le strikes anywhere and
anyone. Even today, however, its special target is the contem
plative who has taken up a position at the edge of society in
order to be alone with God. To discover acedia's true nature we
must cake a more careful look at John Cassian's treatment of
chis passion .

Acedia is still with us

I have described acedia as a virus char flourished once upon
a rime in the Egyptian desert. The truth is that acedia is with
us scill. Anyone who has worked in an office has met the time
server whose life is measured our in coffee breaks and long
lunch hours. Once you have encountered one of these sluggish
characters whose life seems an endless flurry of activity char
never really produces anything, then Cassian's story of an idler
who decides to take action against an earnest young monk rings
true. The young monk's energy and oucpuc is likely to increase
che daily quota of work, so che slothful monk exploits the
young man's enthusiasm for excellence co convince him thac
they should secretly take off co another monastery, where the
level of spiricualicy is higher. Ac the lase moment, of course, the
older monk leaves him in the lurch. Since the young man who
has been played for a fool is too embarrassed co recum co the
community, the idler can continue his unproductive life undis
turbed.
This story Qf a fifth-century "gold brick" explains why
acedia was renamed "sloth" when the list of what eventually
came to be called "capital sins" moved out of che monastic
setting inco the world of negligent clerics and slugabed lay
people. One of the symptoms of che disease, in effect, was

Fighting the infection

Cassian ridicules the idea chat one can spin out of the range
of the Noonday Demon on a whirligig of distractions. He
insists, on the contrary, chat the only way co fight this infection
is co stay put and stick it out He adds one more important
element: the hermit must work. We must keep in mind chat we
are a long way from the inceJleccual traditions of Cassiodorus's
Vivarium, a sixth-century monastic house of learning, and the
medieval scriptoria, where erudite monks produced beautiful
manuscripts. Although John Cassian himself is a writer, when
he refers co work he means daily, monotonous, sweat-produc
ing manual labour.
Cassian insists that a monk muse work. The Egyptian tra
dition required monks co earn their daily bread. Normally they
.J
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taken for the disease icself. We fmd it hard, however, ro chink
of laziness as a major vice. We are inclined to view the lackadaisical attitude of slackers with benign amusement or to
explain it as the consequence of psychological problems or
social conditioning. HowcvCI, a hint that there is more co chis
vice than meets the eye is implied by the way we continue co
label it with the rather esoteric term, "sloth."
Cassian not only cells the story of the monk who wants co
work as Uttle as possible, bur he writes at some length about the
value of manual labour. He does not, however, identify accdia
with laziness. "Accidics" may be lazy, bur that is not the root
of their affliction. It is important, I chink, co leave the notion
of laziness aside in order co gee co the essence of accdia,
because, whatever we call chis affiiction, it is noc merely a
disease that flourished long ago in a distant place, as I noted
earlier. le is with us still, and I suspect chat milder versions of
ic are as frequent as the common cold. le strikes anywhere and
anyone. Even coday, however, its special wget is the concemplacive who has taken up a posicion at the edge of society in
order co be alone with God. To discover acedia's crue nature we
muse take a more careful look ac John Cassian's creacment of
chis passion.

Fighting the infection
Cassian ridicules the idea that one can spin out of the range
of the Noonday Demon on a whirligig of distractions. He
insists, on the conrrary, that the only way to figh t chis infection
is co stay put and stick it out. He adds one more important
element the hermit must work. We muse keep in mind chat we
are a long way &om the intcUeccual traditions of Cassiodorus's
Vivarium, a sixth-century monastic house of learning, and the
medieval scriptoria.. where erudite monks produced beautiful
manuscripts. Although John Cassian himself is a writer, when
he refers co work he means daily, monotonous, sweat-producing manual labour.
Cassian insists chat a monk muse work. The Egypcian tradition required monks co earn their daily bread. Normally they
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would do chis by braiding ropes or weaving baskets that were
bought up by wholesalers and sold in che marker. The monks
would also hire themselves our during the harvest season so as
to have enough money co meet their own needs and something
left over co offer the poor. Cassian greacly values chis economic
perspective, as we shall sec, but his appreciation of work is not
confined to it. He insists chat a monk muse work even when he
is not compelled co do so by need.
His conception of work as a day in, day out affair is evident
in the example he gives of an isolated hermit. This man lived
coo far from a market to make selling baskets profitable, and in
any case he had no need of the money that this would normally
have brought in, because he was able to support him.self with
the vegetable garden which he culcivaced. Despite this, he fulfilled his daily basket-making quota, storing his baskets up in a
shed, and then ac the end of the year he burnt the lor, purchased fresh raw material, and starred all over again.
Customarily, however, work is tied ro the need co earn
one's daily bread. Cassian is greatly impressed by the example
of Sc. Paul and he quotes the apostle's advice ro the busybodies
of Thessalonica: "We enjoin all such, and we urge chem
strongly in the Lord Jesus Ch rise, co earn the food they car by
working quiecly" (2 Thcssalonians 3: 12). People who are busy
earning their keep have no time to be rescless and nosy, and are
less inclined robe envious of the gifts and benefits others enjoy.
They arc also less likely co soar away from the daily grind into
the daydreams accdia conjures up. Work, in other words, is a
cure for accdia and a vaccination against infection.

Why the therapy works
Why? I chink the answer is that work grounds an individual in the nitcy-griccy reality of the here and now. Accdia is
characccrizt;,d by a de-remporalizacion wh ich lifts the person
above the concrete reality of daily life imo dreams of a better
place and a more ideal situation. The disconnectedness of accdia secs the individual adrift like an untethered balloon. lcs
victims expend all their energy in escaping from the burden of
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time. They wander from one thing to another without ever
buckling down co anything. When a hermit stays in his cell and
does the work chat is in fronc of him, he takes up the burden of
ti.me. He accepts the situation co which God has brought him
and he embraces the here and now. He burrows down into the
moment and passes beyond its confines. By his absorption in
the present he makes time fly.
Sadness drowns its victims in a present wh.ich lacks an
eternal horizon. For its part, acedia separates those it afflicts
from day-co-day reality and casts them adrift in a world of
might-have-beens and lost opportunicies. Sadness de-eternalizcs the perspective of those it troubles, while aced.ia dctemporalizes the point of view of its cargcc group. The two
diseases share certain characteristics, but they have different
etiologies and call for discinct remedies.
It seems to me, however, chat Cassian describes both of
them as what we might term "vocational" diseases. They both
reflect a disconcenc with the factual situation in which an individual finds him or herself. In the one case, the present
becomes burdensome because of the failure to cake account of
the eternal dimension, and, in the ocher, there is a determined
effort co avoid really coming to grips with the hard facts of
everyday life. Bue, by our very nature, we are obliged co live in
a specific time and place. When we surrender co sadness, we let
our hope in our destiny and our trust in God flag. When we
fail co resist accdia, we are uttering a fundamental complaint
about the specific vocation co which God has called us and the
place in which he has asked us to serve. Accdia is a step back
from the concreteness of rhe present and all the multiplicity of
derail chat chc present implies.

Low~grade infections
Few people, I suppose, are as badly crippled by acedia as
the monk in the worse "case scenario'' with which Cassian
illustrates his description of chis disease. There certainly arc
idlers in the world. And these can be so attached co their slothful pattern of life that they are willing co do just about anything
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co keep the boredom to which they have become accustomed
from being upset by energetic newcomers. Yer mosr instances
of infection arc not so obvious.
I suspect chat acedia is usually experienced as a reluctance
to commit oneself fully co one's unique vocation. We accept
our calling and go along with ic, but ac a certain moment we
fully realize the implication of the cornmirmcnt we have made,
and at char point we arc called upon to say a wholehearted and
fully enlightened "amen" to what we initially undertook with
a certain degree of nai'verc. Acedia bolds us back from that
second, full commicrnenc. Ir suspends us bcrwcen "yes" and
"no." We stay where we arc, bur we do not cake root cherc.
Cassian's hermit still gave his desert bur as his mailing address,
but char was nor really where be expended his energies.
Accdia makes a diocesan priest regret being a priest in this
diocese, in this parish, in this depressing mausoleum of a rectory. Ir makes the overworked conccmplacive monk sorry chat
he joined this order or chis monastery. le makes the married
woman fed bard done by because her fidelity co che love of
God and neighbour bas put her in this place and time with this
husband and these children. Acedia makes its victims complain
about what is and keeps chem from facing facts. Above all, it
prevents them from getting down co the cask of working out
rhc vocation co which God has called them in the prosaic flow
of ordinary daily life.
Accdia is che dark side of commicmcnc which arises from
the realization that " it's come to rhis." Instead of piercing
th.rough time co the open space beyond ic, the victims of acedia
seek co escape. They compromise a little; they hold back a bit.
They live what may seem co be com.mined lives without real
commnmcnt.

The noonday devil knocks
Lay conc~mplatives should not be surprised to hear the
noonday demon scratching ar their door, especially if they have
been able ro arrange their daily life in accord with their contemplative vocation. Sooner or lacer, whether they have taken
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on a monoconous job which aces as a kind of interior wall co
shuc ouc the noise and focus che mind, or undercaken some
quiec creative work chat has che same effecc, they are going co
look up one day and think, like Cassian's hermic, "Surely my
life should amounc co more chan chis sterile prayer and chis dull
routine." Like Marlon Brando's characcer in On the Waterfront,
they a.re going co think, "I could have been a contender. I could
have been a somebody!" They are going co realize that they
have talents chat have been allowed co go to rust and they a.re
going co want to gee out there and do something. However, if
chey follow John Cassian's advice, they will stick to their cask.
They will scay where God has placed chem and do the work
chat is in front of chem. They will root themselves in the
present and incarnace their vocation in the prosaic routines of
daily life because only by staying put can they make the unique
ace of faith God asks of chem.

7

Vainglory

f

n the influential catalogue of the pas
sions which Gregory the Great (d. 604) drew up, pride stands
apart from the others as their source and inspiration, while
vainglory heads the list of its offspring. In lacer lists vainglory
is subsumed under pride and loses its independent status alto
gether. John Cassian, however, insists on seeing vainglory and
pride as two separate diseases, which can be told apart by the
distinct sec of symptoms each of them displays and by the
disparate treatment these symptoms demand. He is well aware,
of course, of che close relationship between vainglory and
pride.
He emphasizes, for instance, that both of them paradoxi
cally benefit from the monk's advance in virtue. The other
passions fade away with time, but vainglory and pride grow
stronger as the monk advances coward purity of heart. The
better man he is, the more vainglory and pride have to feed on.
The virtuous monk is tempted, in fact, co be proud of humility
itself, and knowing chat he is not proud of it makes him
prouder still! Vainglory and pride are like a fine, poisonous
powder chat sticks co the underside of virtue and rubs off on
the fingers. It is very hard co avoid.
Vainglory and pride puff people up at all stages of their
spiritual development, but these vices stand at the end of Cas-
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sian's list because they lay in wait for the monk who has mastered the ocher passions and has risen above the conflict with
the crude inclinations of lust, gluttony, and avarice. Now, as it
were, he must con&ont the non-relacionaliry of sin, the "for me
alone" aspect of ic, in all its nakedness. The self-improvement
his advance in virtue has brought about has rendered him vulnerable and more in need of God's grace than ever. The question is: Will the "holy" monk admit this?

The nature of vainglory
What is the difference between pride and vainglory? The
proud person stands apart from God and the crowd, in a splendid isolation in which he or she glories in the gifts of God as
though in fact they are his or her self-generated, rightful possession. The proud need neither God nor anyone else, and they
care not a pinch what heaven or earth chinks of chem. The
vainglorious, on the contrary, care a great deal what ochers
chink of chem. In fact, they play for the crowd and its applause.
Ochers constitute the mirror in which the vainglorious delight
co see themselves reflected. The proud deny God's right of
ownership co the gifts he has bestowed upon chem. The vainglorious cry co usurp some of the glory chat these gifts should
render to God. They are petty thieves who cry to steal "a piece
of the action" for themselves. Instead of saying, "Glorify the
Lord with me, he has done great things co me," the vainglorious call out in a thousand subtle ways, "Glorify me, I'm great!"
Vainglory "struts its stuff" in stretch limousines and car
phones, hair transplants and high fashion dresses, golden washroom keys and bonus flying points. It is no wonder that writers
after Cassian were inclined co see vainglory as pride's silly sibling. Vainglory, however, has a multitude of more refined variations. Those who live a hidden life are prone co advertise the
face, and the asc~tically inclined can hardly resist letting ochers
know about their austere existence. In fact, in an age that values
self-assertion, ic is hard co keep vainglory out of our conversation. The rule seems co be, "I assert: myself, therefore, I must be
taken seriously." Those who don't put themselves forward as
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self-made winners run the risk of being written off as nonaggressive wimps.

Vainglory's roots
While Cassian does not formally describe the passions in
Aristotelian terms of an excess or deficiency of the normal, it
does seem legitimate to ask where vainglory has its roots. What
good is perverted here? Cassian never explicitly considers this
issue, but he does mention in "Conference 5" that someone
tempted to fall inco sexual licence can be held back by vainglory and public opinion. Vainglory can also help people persevere in their asceticism.
Therefore vainglory may be seen as a perversion of the
support derived &om group solidarity. Though adhesion to the
group may seem to violate our individuality, in fact it is in and
through the group chat our uniqueness is fostered. We need che
support and encouragement of others. ln fact, we need their
approval. Vainglory exploics this need of the group for its own
end. lnstead of standing in the group, with chc group, and for
the group, the vainglorious stand apart from the group and use
the group for their own purposes. They find their reward in the
"ohs" and "ahs" they exuact from ochers.
As far as God is concerned, though, the vainglorious do
noc deny chat God is the author of their goodness; rather, they
usurp for themselves the glory chat is his due. Consequently, it
seems to me, char ac its deepest level vainglory is a refusal to
find our fulfilment in God alone. In some foolish way the
vainglorious attempt co gee something for themselves. They
have been promised a "hundredfold," and they want ic here
and now. Feeding on the virtues char God has granted us,
vainglory exposes our fundamental anxiety and our lack of
faich to the world.

Vainglory's variations
John Cassian insists chat vainglory is multiform, varied,
and subtle. The virtuous may grow vain because of the selfsatisfaction they cake in the austere lives chey live, while begin-
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ncrs, for example, may cake credit for crass, material things like
chc beauty of their voice, che elegance of their bearing. or the
face that chcy come from rich or noble families. Vainglory can
lead monks to misjudge their abilities, and deceive chem into
undertaking feats that arc beyond their strength. Vainglory can
even send beginners off into a dream world, where they can
imagine what might have been if they had scaycd in the world
instead of nobly accepting a higher call. They may also fantasize about what would happen here and now, if only their great
holiness and extraordinary abilities were known co others. To
those who spend too much time there, this fancasy land can
become far more appealing than the real world of hoc sand,
scorpions, and monotony.
To illustrate how the desire co be a "somebody" in the eyes
of ochers can penetrate the desert, Cassian cells the story of an
older monk who pays a visit co a you.nger one. The older monk
holds back from knocking on the door when he hears a voice
within, thi.nking that the young man is reading scripture or
reciting a memorized passage. Curious co know what section of
the Bible the monk is medicating on, the older hermit stops co
listen. He quickly realizes, however, that the monk is preaching
co an imaginary group of catechumens and playing the role of
deacon and priest. The "preacher" is obviously greatly embarrassed when his visitor does finally knock on the door and he
realizes that his play-acting has been overheard. The older
monk, however, wisely laughs off the incident by noting the
exact point in the liturgy at which he had arrived.
Cassian uses this story co introduce the oft-heard saying
chat monks should flee from women and bishops. The point of
the remark is that priesthood, by giving a monk the kind of
pu.blic role he was inclined co daydream about, would cake him
away from the silence of his cell and the undisru.rbed quest for
true knowledge.just as effectively as marria.ge. Although there
were monks who did accept ordination to the priesthood (and
John Cassian was one of them), the traditional reaching was
chat being ordained co the ministry and going about giving
conferences distracted the monk from his primary cask. le ccr-
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rainly left him exposed ro the temptation co cut a figure in the
world.
A monk may be able co avoid ordination, but how does he
prevent vainglory from becoming a factor in the secrecy of his
cell and in the life he shares with his brethren? The temptation
to construct vainglorious schemes obviously must be avoided,
but the crux of Cassian's advice is ro adhere to the common
behaviour of the group. In other words, do nothing that makes
you stand our. Giving in co the desire to stand out, to be
"notable," twists what should be for the glory of God into
something for the glory of men.

A modern remedy
Contemplatives in the modern world are as prone to vainglory as their predecessors were. We do not live in a "facesaving" sociery wbcrc what ochers think of us is absolutdy
paramount, but the desire to shine in che eyes of others is still
quite strong. In fact, che very restrictions of the contemplative
life in the world can become marks of pride and one-upmanship. What, after all, is chc sense of living a hidden life, if
nobody knows about it!
Cassian illustrates his description of vainglory with the
amusing story to which I referred earlier, but he does not recommend what seems co me to be the obvious and most effective remedy for chis childish vice: humour. Monastic
spirirualiry, which follows che Roman tradition in its admiration for a certain gravitas, has always been suspicious of
humour and laughter. Bue if salvation is indeed by grace and
not by works, then a certain light-hearted atcicude toward our
virtues is in order. The admission that we are silly creatures,
prone to do even good and noble deeds for che applause of our
peers, would help co keep things in proportion, I th.ink. Our
virtues, after all, are means chat clear away the rubbish of disorder so chat we may enter into a closer relationship with God
- cbey are not medals on our chest. And if our human frailty
can't help wearing chem chere and pointing chem out co chose
who pass by, a bit of humour would help us to remember chat
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the medals of which we' re so proud are made of tin and, in any
case, should be credited to another source altogether.
The incongruity of the vocation to the contemplative life
in the world should make it easy for a lay contemplative co
laugh at his or her sorry effort co be open co God. Bue that
terrible dust of vanity tends to stick to your fingers no matter
what you do! I think the only hope we have is to keep our heads
down, and to enjoy the human comedy and the jester's role we
play in it. May God have mercy on his foolish children and
forgive us our petty theft of the glory that is his due!

8

Pride

T he classical delineation of pride is so
strongly associated with a freely willed defiance of God that we
have difficuJcy reconci.l.ing this picture of the 6.m and principal
sin with our own keen awareness of the role that familial,
social, and historical i.nflucnccs play in the formation of a
human being. We know from the case studies of psychology
and from our personal dealings with others that fear and a sense
ofinadequacy ofrcn hide chemsdves behind a facade of blusccring arrogance. We do believe in free will and we do hold people
responsible for their behaviour. Nonechdcss, when someone
insists on being the centre of attention ac all times, we arc more
likdy co look for a psychological explanation than a moral one.
This psychological bent makes us uncomfortable, therefore, with an explanation of pride which reduces that seance co
a pure and totally free ace of the will. We are coo aware of the
slanted terrain on which all moral decisions arc made; none of
us stands on perfectly level ground. All of us must exercise our
freedom on the slope built up under us by our predecessors,
our culcure, and cbc myriad influences chat have shaped us,
often without our knowledge or consent.
We sec sin and crime committed every day. Though we
may rightly assess the seriousness of these violations of cbc
moral code, and though our courts may assign punishment in
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those matters considered socially unacceptable, no one but
God can precisdy judge an individual's degree of freedom and
just how responsible he is for his acts. Our consciousness of the
social dimension of sin, therefore, can make it difficult for us
to accept the individualistic emphasis that seemed dominant in
the past.
For this reason, we have to be careful to remember that,
though later authors turned the list of vices into a hierarchy of
capital sins and used the catalogue to describe the apartment
levels of Hell, for Cassian the passions remain weaknesses to be
combatted. Consequently, we have to keep in mind in
approaching Cassian chat he is describing the spiritual diseases
which afflict human beings; he is not assigning seats in Satan's
auditorium. Therapy, not guile, is the issue. Therefore, Cassian's failure to match our own sensitivity to social influences
does not negate the value of his analysis. It may be limited and
need to be supplemented by che insights of psychology and
sociology, but ic proceeds in essentially the same direction.
Cassian shares with these sciences the desire to discover the
roots of these disorders so chat appropriate remedies might be
prescribed.

Cassian·s approach
In his own efforts to analyse these disorders he uses the best
diagnostic tool available in his day: the medical approach
which endeavours to discover an appropriate treatment for a
disease by focusing che physician's attention on che symptoms,
origin and progression of an illness. We note, however, chat
Cassian applies chis medical technique to psychological data:
he reads the interior condition through exterior signs. While
modern psychology does not ignore che phenomena indicating
a mental disorder or an emotional disturbance, chrough one
methodology or another it focuses on the client's revelation of
the history of disquiet within. The procedure Cassian followed
worked well in his situation because monks were encouraged co
open themselves co their spiritual masters. The experienced
monk, like a good physician, fitted his broad knowledge of the
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disease to the specifics of the case, and offered counsel. Today
we favour more introspective approaches, which actually shift
the responsibiucy for progress from the therapist to the client.
This difference in emphasis, however, does not negate the
value of Cassian's insights nor bring his teaching into conflict
with modern psychology.
His approach, however, is symptomatic and phenomenological. Thus he describes the proud as they appear from the
outside. He emphasizes chat the proud stand alone. In their
arrogance, they need neither God nor ocher people to confirm
chem in their sense of self-worth. Pride, in fact, is a radical
denial of dependence. While the vainglorious try co siphon off
some of the glory owed co God into their own accounts, the
proud go all the way and deny him the right co claim credit for
anything they possess. The vainglorious stand apart from the
crowd, buc remain linked to it by their desperate need of its
applause; the proud care not a wit what people think. To put
it bluntly, pride is the radical expression of non-relationality.
Cassian describes cwo types of pride. The fuse he labels
carnal· ir is a rather ridiculous sense of superiority based on
material factors, such as good looks, elegance, and ancestry.
The second, which he calls spiritual grounds its illusion of
uniqueness in the individual's virtue and closeness to God. The
first separates the haughty from the human beings who surround them. The second sets chem apart from God himself.

The final battle
Although Cassian puts pride at the end of the list, most of
the authors who came after him moved ic into first place, eventually creating the catalogue of capical sins with which we are
familiar. This rearrangement indicates a shift from a practical
level co a more theoretical one. We might even be inclined ro
conclude that the lacer arrangement is more intelligent and
advanced than the one Cassian follows. We have to remember,
however, that Cassian's classification is subtle and flexible. If
we look closely, we see once again that we must not take the
linearity of the list of passions literally. Although the order in
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which he places the passions highlights the strongest feature of
the causal relationship which binds one element to the next,
chis generational catalogue does not exhaust all that can be said
about their interaction. The truth is chat lines linking one
passion with another run in all directions. Therefore we muse
not misunderstand the significance of pride's place at the end
of Cassian's list.
Cassian puts pride lase because it is both che endpoint
where non-relationality must be met head on, and the beginning of che downward curve co entanglement in lust and gluttony. It is both che proper battlefield of chose who have
stormed the heights, and also, paradoxically, the place where
delusions of grandeur can entrap the spiritually advanced in the
inclinations of the flesh which they thought they had left far
behind. In terms of the phenomenological description Cassian
favours, pride is che lase .enemy to be brought low, but ic is also
the origin of all our troubles, as he is well aware. The list,
therefore, bends back on itself like a strip of metal encircling a
wooden wheel. le ends where it began and, in an endless cycle,
one thing leads co another.
Cassian does not use the metaphor of a besieged city co
illustrate the struggle with pride, but I chink that it illustrates
bis conception of the relationship of pride co che ocher vices
cacher well. In this scenario, pride is che army which che virtuous confront when chey have pushed back the forces specifically aimed at undermining particular virtues. Lust, glunony,
and the rest are one-target banalions. They carry short-range
weapons, and when chey have been defeated, they abandon che
field and leave the way open for che advancing army of virtue.
When the virtuous, who have been picking off chis vice and
that with some ease, come inco the open space before the castle,
they find the ramparts manned by pride, pride which is not
directed against this or chat virtue but against virtue as a whole.
The other passi~ns, in face, are merely pride's minions and
specific incarnations of its power. They are, as it were, the
divisions it sends out to defeat the weak before they can storm
the castle.
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Oddly enough, once the various vices have been routed
and pride alone stands in the way of victory, the allegiance of
che attackers comes into question. Have they, in face, been
drawn over co pride's side somewhere along the line? Has the
perfection of the self almost unconsciously become the real
goal rather than the development of a relationship with the
Ocher?
The Desert Fathers lived in a world permeated with nostalgia for the "strive co be best" ideal of Greek excellence, while
we disillusioned mortals of the twentieth century belong co an
era gravely aware of the complexity of our motivation and of
the psychological forces which unconsciously influence our
behaviour. Perhaps for chis reason the Desert Fathers were in
greater danger than we are of turning the advance toward God
into an Olympic event in which vainglory, and eventually
pride, figure. With Freud watching over our shoulder, we are
unlikely to sit around competing with one another to determine whose asceticaJ techniques are superior. Vanicy irself and
the current democratic fashion of appearing co be simple and
unassuming may restrain our preening, bur there still remains
the subtle danger ofgrowing so used to God's gifts chat we take
chem for granted, or worse, as ours by right. We naturally love
the good, and so, inevitably, as our life cakes on the harmony
and peace of virtue, we are inclined co be delighted with our
own image. Pride still seal.ks the virtuous and chose blessed by
the gift of contemplative prayer. The Pharisee who gave than.ks
chat he was nor a sinner like everyone else is not really so
strange a figure as we like to pretend.
Love and humility
Since Cassian sees sin as separation from God and neighbour, and purity of heart as synonymous with love icself, it
follows in his view of things char perfection defines a dependent relationship faithfully lived, rather than a mountain successfully climbed. SpiricuaJ advancement is not the result of
faithfully following some sore of strenuous self-development
program for spiritual achletes. Spiritual progress implies
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growth in love of God and neighbour. The struggle against the
passions is for the sake of love. Perfection considered as a goal
in itself is a solitary, isolating, and highly competitive thing. Ir
feeds pride. Perfection considered as a gifr is the by-product of
love received and reciprocated. It is a tribute to the Other
rather than the self. In face, it has no meaning or value except
in terms of love.
Cassian's answer to the problem of pride is co emphasize
the importance of seeing OUI progress in virtue, and even our
efforc to advance in virtue, as the product of God's grace. If
Christ, he asks, confessed that he could do nothing without the
Father 0ohn 5:19, 30), then who arc we to presume that we
can move forward on our own? In his effort to challenge
Augustine's dark view of original sin, Cassian got himself into
some hot water by appearing co overemphasize human freedom, but he makes it perfectly clear in his treatment of pride
char we always owe everything to the mercy of God.
The de.feat of pride is obviously impossible without humility. But what does humility mean to Cassian? Our familiarity
with the notion that vice is an excess or lack of something
properly valued in moderation has conditioned us to think of
pride as an excessive love of self and to think of humility,
therefore, as a just assessment of one's worth, or simply as
"truth." I believe that Cassian's understanding of both pride
and humility is slightly different. If he sees pride essentially as
an insistence on standing alone, it follows that he perceives
humility fundamentally as an acceptance of relatedness. The
humble admit their dependence on God and their need of
other people. This is perfectly in accord with our earlier perception chat the final goal of asceticism and prayer, which is
purity of heart, is synonymous with love itself. In other words,
the rargec is not the attainment of some sort of "personal best"
to be gloried in, but a relationship to be lived. The self is not
what matters! The humble admic chis; the proud do noc.
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Carnal pride
The spiricually proud become so enamoured with their
own goodness that they tend to forget that they owe ic co God
who has rescued chem from the isolation of sin. One~ these
sinners are on their feet, as it were, and fortified with virtue,
they distance themselves from the divine physician and cake
personal credit for the strength they feel. Those who are subject
co what Cassian calls "carnal pride" are in a somewhat different
position. They never really surrendered themselves to the relationship in the first place. Their pride keeps them from !erring
go of whatever it is that makes them special.
These poor souls retain a sense of being separate from the
other brethren. Inevitably, avarice takes root in them as they
assume personal charge of their own securiry. In addition, their
illusion of superioriry makes them disobedient, hard and uncooperative. They join up, as it were, but never really belong,
because they are better than the rest, after all. In time, acedia is
added to the list of vices in which their non-commitment has
entangled them.
These early victims of pride lack the haughty reserve of the
"perfect." They are loud, talkative, exuaord.inarily joyful or, on
the contrary, speaacularly morose, sad, and bitter. Whatever
their mood, ic is meant co aruaa attention. Wherever they are
and however they feel, they assume centre stage as their inherem right.
In his treatment of these early victims of pride, Cassian
remarks that, in order co treat our weaknesses, we must first
know their origin and cause. The fact is, however, that though
we may be impressed by his effort to penetrate to the root of
the problem in his exploration of each passion, what really
convinces us that Cassian knows what he is talking about arc
his phenomenological descriptions of the victims of the various
passions. We know he is on to something, because these people
whose psychological ancestors troubled the quiet of the Egyptian desert inhabit the office cowers of the modern ciry and are
well known to all of us.
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For instance, if we scrip the proud monk of his habit, put
him in a business suit and secularize the context, Cassian·s
description of this weary individual's discomfort at being
crapped in a spiritual conference has a modern ring co it. He
sics there playing with his fingers and fidgeting as though he
has fleas, wondering all the while what he, a spiritual giant,
who should be an abbot or a hermit storming the heights, is
doing marooned among these amateurs. H e is quick to take
offence and co chink chat he is the personal target of any critical
remarks. He can be belligerent and just as quickly tumble over
into sadness. He is caught in a no-win situation. He refuses to
apologize for any insult that he may have uttered in che heat of
discussion, and if someone tries co placate him by offering him
an apology for any imagined wrong, he grows indignant at chis
display of humility.

Full circle
We have come full circle. Cassian's proud individual is
walking che familiar paths of avarice, acedia and anger. As
much as anyching, Cassian's examples demonstrate that,
though he puts pride at the end of his list, he recognizes it as
the cause and origin of all our troubles.
Humility, understood as a rightly ordered relationship co
God and neighbour, is in Cassian's opinion a reliable bulwark
against pride. The test of the authenticity of this humiliry is a
monk's obedience to the elders and his readiness to die co the
world. If humility is the acceptance of relatedness, not
surprisingly it is a virtue which we cannot cultivate without che
help of ochers. For example, Cassian mentions che importance
of having guides who dearly witness co che face chat they owe
whatever spiritual advancement they have achieved to faith
rather than their labour.
He mentions chat their purity, which we can legitimately
describe as their at-oneness-with-God, causes them co lament
even the little sins which are impossible to avoid. They are
keenly aware of the distance between the purity for which they
yearn, and che purity they possess. Clearly, for these individu-
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als virtue is a matter of relationship, rather than a spiritual
perfection chat parallels some gymnastic achievement. In face,
without the horizon of the Other, virtue itself is merely a
nearer, more socially accepted form of the self-cencredness
sloppily represented by drunkenness and fornication.
Cassian concludes his study of pride by recommending an
"I am the lease of my brethren" attitude as a prophylactic
against infection. I think that we should see this as a restraint
on our readiness co rise up indignantly against the little annoyances and pucdowns that are a feature of daily life. He is not
advocating an obsessive preoccupation with the "unworthy
self." Obsessive humility is merely pride using an alias. In the
same vein, Cassian suggests that keeping in mind the shortness
of our time on chis earth will help us co keep life's ups and
downs in proportion. In all things, he reminds us, we need to
remember chat we can do nothing without God. This is so
thoroughly true chat even being able co grasp chis perception is,
itself, a gift of God!

